Notes from 6th Meeting of
National Executive 2014-15
21st June 2014
Attendees at this meeting: 23 out of 34 attended
John Sutton Carlow; Conor McCabe, Cavan; Shauna Williams, Cork City; Jane NallyHayes, Cork Co; Megan Ní Mhathúna, Dublin City; Garreth O’Connor, Fingal; Laura
Hogan, DLR; Kayleigh Power, Galway City; Irene Ayaa, Kilkenny; Joy Turley, Laois;
Thomas Ganley, Longford; Shay McArdle, Louth; Sofia Vajenina, Mayo; Cillian Byrne,
Meath; Lily Cheung, Monaghan; Caoimhe Barnes, Offaly; Nicola Flannelly, Sligo;
Donagh Crowe, Tipperary South; Becky O’Connell, Waterford City; Cárthach O’Faoiláin,
Waterford County; Niamh Tubridy, Westmeath; Macdara Roche, Wexford

Focus of the sixth meeting:


Update on results of Survey Monkey poll for Gathering description



Coming up with overall key elements that need to be part of the Gathering



Feedback from those at Nat Exec Planning Meeting, Showcase Steering Committee Meeting
and those who presented to the Oireachtas Committee on Health & Children.



Arranging a group to meet with the Steering Committee of mental health experts



Those who presented to the Oireachtas Committee to write a follow-up letter to Jerry
Buttimer, T.D.
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Morning Session


Feedback on decisions made at planning committee meeting by Irene Ayaa and
Niamh Tubridy.



Announcement and discussion around the winning Gathering description from
the Survey Monkey poll. 206 young people from around the country filled in
the poll—see below for result!

Inside out—’Let’s be inside-out! A day out for young people
involving music and events # SWAG


Some concerns were raised around the winning description, Firstly the result
was very close—just one vote in the difference between this description and
number 4 which was ‘Free youth music event to improve attitudes towards
mental health
# Dearfach’



Some people pointed out that Swag has a number of different connotations to
that suggested here and that it could have a derogatory meaning also, therefore may not be the best hashtag to use in conjunction with a youth event.



Another concern was that Mental Health is not mentioned anywhere else in
the description. Some people felt that the description was not clear, that it
needed to be explained. Others felt that the hashtag should be a shortened
version of what appears in the description.



The majority of people in the group preferred the hashtag #letsgomental,
which was from option 2 on the poll. This hashtag exists already but the suggestion was put forward to use #letsgomental2014 Suggestion was to use
this hashtag with a slightly re-worded version of the winning description.



Later in the meeting the group revisited the survey results and tried to come
up with ways to stay true to the voices of the wider Comhairle community who
voted, but at the same time, having the best possible event description and
hashtag for their Gathering—one they can all stand over. Split into four
groups, they came up with four new versions of the descriptions:



Free youth music event to improve attitudes towards mental health
#letsgomental



‘’Let’s be inside out’ - a (free) day our for young people promoting positive
mental health, involving music and events’ #letsgomental



‘Youth music gathering to improve our attitudes towards mental health
letsgomental



‘National youth event to improve attitudes towards mental health through music and activities #letsgomental



It was decided that the best course of action was to bring the four descriptions before the Steering Committee of experts on 1st July and get their
views re: whether using the word ‘mental’ would offend anyone; which one best
summed up what they were trying to do etc…
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Morning Session
In small groups, discussing some of the pros and cons of Regional v
National Gathering or a combination of both, and voting on their top choice
NATIONAL:

PROS:


Cheaper

CONS:



Easier to organise/promote



More chance of antisocial behaviour



Meet new people



Transport issues



More exciting



Exclusive



More hype



Transport expenses



More media coverage



Harder to manage



Bigger event



Prioritises local people



More advertising



Weather dependant



Concentrated transport





Bigger attendance



More likely to get celebrities to attend

People may be discouraged to go as
it is not held in a location local to
them



One day – people may be unavailable



We can put all our focus and energy
into one event



One chance to get it right



Won’t directly meet as many people



Costs



Sounds more important



Better choice of venue



More attention
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Morning Session
Feedback session: some of the pros and cons of each gathering type, as
put forward by the group, to enable us to reach a decision
REGIONAL:



More expensive

Create better awareness of mental
health



Less famous people



Less exciting/busy/hype



Easier to explain in a smaller group



Less attractive



Less weather dependent



Harder to organise



Can reschedule



Less hype



More accessible



Depending on population



Lower transport cost



Unrealistic to organize so many



More people would attend





Local celebs

Areas might not have an appropriate
venue



Community help organising



More time consuming



Will reach more people



More free swag needed



Local bands can showcase the things



Too many local acts

that give them an outlet



May lose original meaning



Regions might try to compete



Harder to find big musicians



COMBINATION OF BOTH:
CONS:

PROS:


Regionals would naturally promote the
national event



Lots of effort



More expensive



Local and major celebrities





More awareness

Smaller one inferior to larger gathering



Easier to travel



Difficult to organise



More dates – easier to attend





Everyone happy

Hard to make each small event with
same success



Involve more comhairles



Two different dates



Could be provincial



More likely to go to one not both



More effective



Less emphasis on national event
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Morning Session
Results of the private vote:

NATIONAL GATHERING
was almost unanimously the winning type of gathering

In small groups—re-visiting the elements of the Gathering and grouping into
essential overall themes which have to be part of the event
Essential elements of the gathering:


Food



People (including celebrities, speakers etc…)



Activities (including physical activity, sports, dance, Zorbing)



Publicity (including media and celebrities, news and bands, advertisement,
promotion and Comhairle)



Information



Music (including entertainment)



Merchandise (including free stuff)



Workshops (including activities and sub-committees)



Promoting mental health (talks from inspirational people, stands from MH organisations, ads / campaigns / Irish. Also showing of the mental health work
carried out by other Comhairlí)



Practicalities (venue, safety, making sure all elements are coming together)
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Afternoon Session
So how do we deal with the ‘to improve attitudes towards mental health’ part of the
recommendation?

It was decided that the best way to examine this was through consultation
with the National Executive Steering Committee of experts. A meeting has
been arranged for Tuesday 1st July at 11am in DCYA Offices. A sub-group
of National Executive members will attend.

At this meeting members of National Exec will run through all the progress
made to date and see if they can offer help or any suggestions to move forward with this part of the recommendation.

It was also decided to consult with the Steering Committee on the Gathering
descriptions.

Action: Karyn to put together large poster collating all the work done so far by
the National Exec, including the key elements from this meeting.

In buzz groups we came up with some questions and ideas for the sub-group to
bring to the Steering Committee. These were fed back to the larger group.
How best to use spokespeople?
How to effectively address all forms of mental health? E.g. without alienating people
What workshops will encourage positive mental health?
Should we, or should we not, include the word “free” in our description? Some of us
think that it makes the event sound “cheap” or “desperate”. Others think that it
makes the event sound more attractive.
What do you think of our event personally?
Any tips/advice?
What would you change about our description/event?
Best way of getting across our idea?
Do’s and don’ts?
How best to attract people there?
Who should we invite?
Organisations?
Who should we get to sponsor us?
Best way to give a positive message?
Best approach to inform the public?
How would we keep the message going after event?
What type of festival concert would be most successful? I.e. inside, outside
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Afternoon Session
FEEDBACK SESSION: Presentation to Joint Oireachtas Committee 29.05.2014
Report from three of the four National Executive members who presented to the
Joint Oireachtas Committee on Health and Children on 29th May 2014: Cillian Byrne,
Meath; Becky O’Connell, Waterford City and Kayleigh Power, Galway City (Bertie
Nesirky was not in attendance at meeting).



Everyone watched the DVD of the presentation—to watch again see link on our
website http://www.comhairlenanog.ie/who-we-are/whats-new/



The experience of the four young people was a positive one. They felt that there
was genuine interest by the Committee into the work of the National Executive, and
Comhairle na nÓg as a whole. Two positive things came out of the meeting: the first
was the offer of a meeting with the cross-party group on mental health, and the
second was the offer by Committee Chair Jerry Buttimer T.D. to hold their
scheduled meeting of the Committee in Croke Park on the day of the Showcase—
that way the Committee can visit the stands and meet with Comhairle members
from all around the country. The four people who presented to write a follow-up
letter to Jerry Buttimer.
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Afternoon Session
FEEDBACK SESSION:
By Showcase Steering Committee members:
Jane Hayes-Nally, Cork County; Lily Cheung, Monaghan; and Nicola Flannelly, Sligo
Jane, Lily and Nicola spoke about their tour
of Croke Park and the layout
decided upon for
the day: all 500 young people to work on the
same timetable on the day: everyone attends
workshops at the same time, has lunch at the
same time and mans their stands at exhibition
area at same time.


They referred to the theme for the day:
the rights of children and young people as the
date of the Showcase, 20th November 2014, is
the anniversary of the signing of the UNCRC—
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.




They discussed merchandise for the day—everyone was very happy that this
year we will have branded purple Showcase hoodies instead of white t-shirts.



To give everyone a sense of the Showcase and how it looks and works, we
watched a photomontage from Showcase 2012. Click on link below to watch:
http://www.comhairlenanog.ie/comhairle-na-nog-showcase-2014-3/

SAVE THE DATES:
Sub-Group meeting with National Exec Steering Committee
Tues. 1st July at 11am.
Venue: DCYA, 43-49 Mespil Road, Dublin 4

Next full group meeting: Saturday 5th July 2014
Focus of this meeting will be practical and centre around preparing for meeting
with the Ceann Comhairle and the Oireachtas Team, and putting together the
presentation. The presenters will be picked from those attending this meeting

Please note that the start time is slightly earlier at 11am as we will finish
earlier. Venue: Hawkin’s House as always
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